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I Stbme statements in the article vs. the position put forvard im 

Inquest 

Consider the following statements in the article: 

"Te conclusions of the Warren Commission, published some two 
and a Holf years before, had offered the authoritative judgement 
that Lee Harvey Oswald alone was responsivle for tne assassination. 
And althnough’a host of doubts were subsequently raised concerning 
the adequecy of the Warren Commissioh’s investiation and the 
rertability Gr its conclusions, it gene SEO ea that the 
New Orleans District Attorne ey could de e, as Garr eLson nad, 
"My staff and I solyed the ie aia torae se azo. I wouldn't 
say this if we didn t have the evidence beyond a shadow of a 
doubt. Indsed, the possibility tnat a local prosecutor nad foun 
the answers to questions that had baffled the investigative 
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resources of the federal sovernment scene 
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JOULE LA Sts chav, soon after *he Ghitial stir provyoxred ao Sun's 
arrest, news of the “assassination plot” was generally relecated to 
the beck pages and treated about as seriously as flyincze ee - x . we, . v ws 

reports." 

"I, for one, however, was prepared to belle = 
Garrison's claims might have some ‘gubstance 2 
course of writing ay book “Inquest, I had found ¢ 
Comnission’s investigation had been Beverery G2 
bureaucratic pressures exerted from witnin an 
ee from without. Far fron belng tne ric 

Districts Attorney 

e in the 
avy the Warren 

ained both by 
mite of tine 
nd exnaustive 

mination that it was taken to be, the Conniss: lon's weaae WES 5 
ae. eemeain crucial points, reduced to little mor 2 Pe 
Sn the clarification ef superficial evidense, whe ra) 
deeply, some far more aoe problems then any Me 
the Commission began to appear. Even members of the C 
own start found’ this to be tr Ue. ® (p35, New Yorker) 
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“And once such a bridge was crossed, a whole new set of clues te 
why Oswald killed the President might have been found." (»35,NY¥% er) 

tthe fact that there was a marked increase.,.in the numbsr of poopie 

who believed in a conspiracy when the Warren Conmnission became tne 
subject of a heated controversy... may reflect a certain BeBe CLUE 
by the general publie eseinscs COCEP SENS a) me 
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were, or had any evidence on any specific conspiracy. Hather, 

in order not to reck the boat, they employed the contrived 
Single bullet theory in order to support a lone assassin theses.) 

I do not eas therefore, that the above statements I have 
quoted sre represen saesidi of your attitude or of the position 
“that you took in your book Inquest. 

If you have changed your thesis, I think that you should say so. 
If you have not, then I think you should keep your writing sonsistent 
with your original position. Specifically, I think yor shoulda 
make clear two points. 1) Do you belleve the Conn ssilon was. 
involved in deliberately lying to the American people and falsifying 
any evidence whatsoever to support such a lie? (Your book states 
that they lied, in tne sense that they nlsrepresented what they knew 
to be evidence indicating that sore than one assassin had taken 
part in the snooting, and employed the Se bullet theox ei to obscure 
t-is fact and present a false basis for their conclusion of 
"one assase Aside from your position on (1), Q7hich Involves (We 
ecelt: and! mite ntesrity) do you, as an independent 

investigator pel & the evide: 108 supports 
thesis, ie ory? 

These are two separate questions. I think that your book 
should make clear your position on both, especially if you have 
changed your mind on elther of them since you wrote ingueste. Secondly, 
JI think the tene with which you write should be consistent with 
your position on theses two questions. 

today still an unsolved Crime, then Gaon S0n 8 actions, and his 
success in sainins ae following 1s a far more sae tle on interesting 
matter than if your position is that the aseassination is solved, and 
only kooks and paranoids might listen to one who propounds 
conspiracy that stens' Pron evidence Indicatins thet more than one 
man participated in the shooting. 

Specifically, Ed, if the shooting of Pres sidont oe nnedy is 

What I find interesting about the Garrison phenomenon is that 
this man has entered into a situation where there is an unsolved . 
Crime. The fact that the JFK assassination is unsolved is denonstrated 
by the many published critiques of the WR which show that there is 
more then one shooter, These include your ova, natrrally.) 
Garrison has then bullt up his crsdentials and his Pos LONLNg by 
a) erlibbing on valid published eritical re } nd b) 
Lt with ae own theories of Osuald’s as e. 
jn New Orleans, using his office as 
of anor Bound ng announceme 
conspiracy. Garrsion takes a perfec 
and gently drapes it over a perfectl 
he then claims the combination as chi 
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(I, continued) © «page 3 

give unjustified support to the Warren Report, contradict the 
position you tock in your book, ande-=-most sadly of alle-- 
miss the real me chanics of the Betey tar behind the Garrison 

phenomena. , | 

oe Tnese are five statements Garrison made which you clein are 
tPalse or captious". Each hes a bearing on Osvwald’s guilt. I think 
that the position you take on each determines to what extent you 
are willing to condone and promote misleading analyshs of evidence 

put forward in the WR in the process of criticizing Garrisone 

l. "They do not tell you that Lee Harvey Osuald's fingerprints 
were not found on the gun which was supposed to have killed the 

President." 

You called ‘this "captions" or "false", It is neither. 

The facts are that Lee Harvey Osvalad's fingerprints were not 

found on the rifle There is a ee ae ae the Lich aller 
Memorandum points out, simply shows that LHO held that part of “he 
rifle at some tine. Anyway » & palin eprint is not a fincerprints. Sacondly, 
®s You yourself ednmit, there | were no identifiable finserprints . 
found on the fifle. Garrison's statenont, therefore, is factually 
correct. (I do not see how it Gan be termed captions er false uniess 
you permit yourself, es an ad hoes assumptions | ae see) aCe of faith, 

the privilege of assunlag that had those unldentifiable © prints 
not been so smudged, they would have turned eer to be Less of LHO$) 
Therefore, I “think: that this is a terrible example to use toe attack 
Garrison... Besides, the reason the news agencies "do net tell you ctc.” 
ks that the “Yarren Report takes a misleading stance pelos nee Ard, 

to fingerprint vs. palmprint, end the impAications cof .tho 
fingerprints that were found being not identifiable. Thos, eae 
Garrison has done is take misinformation which was originally in the 
Warren Report and then popularized by the news media, and then 
postulated a consplrecy by “powerful nows ageneles® to suppress 
his New Orleans investivation. Tals, think, 1s what cought to be 
pointed out here, But to do so will invoive your making geome 
rather unkind critical comments on the way the Report handled the 

fingerprint and palmprint evidence, 

2. “And they do not tell you ee if was vir 
Oswald to have taken his fingerprints off 
and gone down four flight of ste <r by the 

on the second flcor,* 
You reply: "A secret Service ere: 

reached the second floor from the sixtl 
seconice” 

Again, I feel you have unjustly come to the defense of ths WRe 

That simulation did NOT include the time nescssary to Wipe all finsere 

prints off those parts of the rifle, bolt, and trigeser honeins tH2& 

Bould be tovched in the operation of that rifle. It is well Known 

to any student of thie case that if you postulate, for the sake of 

&LYAUCa! Oswald wiped prints off the gun before he ren 

Govi Go further heves with the already weak and thnuous 

tine Lon necessary toe get Osweld down to the second 

ficor yo and Baker encountered him, In nis boot, WW IT, and 

age hn Jaisberz thorouchly demclosthes the validity of the 

Commi 2 reconstruction on this pointe
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Again, I feel thie is a terrible example to use agains st Garrison. 

And agdin, I make the same point: the news media, by and lerge, 

have simply repeated the information on this point that is in the 

WRe What Ls interesting about the whole affair is that 

Garrison seos in the media (and WR) version of this RAttex 

@ conspiracy on their part to deceive the public as part OEE 

an effort to thwart | Bin end his New Orleans Investigation. 

You also state, on this point: "In any Cade, it is impossible 

to ascertain exactly what time Cswald was seen on the 

second floor; it could have been as long as five minutes after the 

sssssination ee 
I an astounded by thi 

immediate press reports, S 

testineny) plus Baker‘’s all support the 3 2% Dekor — pushing 

his way through the crowd as fast as he 1 e he heard the 

shots. Even theComalssion recognized this as one £ their 

major probicms; the Truly-Baker= svald: encounte ers om being 

an alibi for Osveld, an alibi which they Goat to £ % lens athe 

to merely prove wes not airtight a tate thas 

{t could have becn 5 minutes Lotere In the 1 ght of so much 

evidence that it in fact was so soon after tne sound of the shots, I 

think you are eee to present your own enslysis of the testimony 

and decuments involv to justify such an assertion ag 

"it could have been ne long as five minutes after.ceore 

s statement. Trvly's statenents (both 
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3. Re car and syoultness testimony of shots coming from the grassy knoll. 

You reply: "None of the hundred or 86 Warren Connuission 

witnesses who bestified on tne eat ber were questioned by the 

ReBel. said they #90 oe belns P43 from fron behind the 

stones Walle" itn this statanent, Fou nave vad dovn @ 

perfect straw mane there is eyerity: estimony of 2 people 

who esu smoke (plus FBI reports. of svg) comings from the grassy 

knoll area. If you want to go into the question of whether guns 

smeke, that is another matter,But in view of the head snap, plus 

the gunpowder smells smelled up there, I would still be quite 

cautious befsre I } he Wsteanpine theery", or thousht I 

had earned the rig “ore such eyewitness testimony. 

Furthermore, there eh csarwitness testinoe no 

excellent case Wes emanating Prom 
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(II,continued ) : | | page 5 

make critics think there was a covert relationship between LHO and 
the governmente 

I have in mind Sylviats original TMO article (Oswald and the 

State Department) and the chapter in her book dealing with this matter; 

also, Weisberg's chapter on the Oswalds® Governm ent Relations, WWI; 
‘and the material deseribed in Chapter 1 of Ford’s book. ‘There is 

lezitamate grounds for suspicion, heres But there has been no — 
Solid direct evidence prodcued, syets which proves the existance ok 

the suspected covert relationship. 

Yet you do not mention any of this material. You cite vaNe an an 
example of balek-and-white error on Garrioon's part, and state: © 
"“FPinelly, the assertion that Senet was a C.I.A agent, as has aiveady 
been shown, was based on Garrison *s own private interpretations | 

of "missing", or classified ote that he hed never seen." 
I feeithat to accurately assess what Garrison has.done 

in this matter ts to start by Brent Le to the critics whet is validly 
ieee Taat mays to start with sranting the fact that it has 
be Sea at Oswald's rela tionshi Dp with the State Department 
is pert ively exceptional, that his wife's rela eronent with thea 
(the Dh 3G Wiiver she received) is unusual, that the executive 
sessions transcript that was released shows the commission astounded 
by the same matters, and finally the failure of the ia aie to mn le 
objectively investigate the Wade/Waggonér allegations 

Starting with that, you can then show how Garrison. hes elevated 
&® suspicion into a flat assertion... Again, @ far more subtle intere 
pretation illustrating how a demagogue is using a valid eri vicles 

“§{n the service of his wim cause, embbilishing 1t where necessary g, 
than if Garrison’s statements had no basis in fact (or at pete 
you might say,well researched suspicion$) 

c wen gS 9 % 

IIJ Secrecy, as proof of the "second conspiracy" (PTZ | 

! I think that you are belngz too apslogetic here, on the secres 
business. Frankly, secrecy 1s consistent with elther hypothesis. 
One Ls that there is really nothing to hide, and that the 
secrecy is sinply exvcercised to protect innocent person and prevent 
personal embsrrassment. ranted 

But secrecy ls also consist 
that mignt be pertinent to tg S 
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If you hold that the assassination is an unsolved crime, and that 
the Commission falsified evidence to support a soloeeanssassin thesis. 
I don’t see how you can deride Garrison for his arzuments re petresye 

What is interégstins heré, to my mind,is thet the situation 1s 
in factindeterminate Ané that Garrison has jumped in with both feet 
to make the most of It, using the more inertnivatl ne hypotne ee or 
ccurse. The demagozue is having a field day, but his gripe happens 
to be vall 

ing of substance bs being hidden. But an 
le is thet the January 27 meeting of the 
if what Ford (in his boolt) has 

that isa still c&tassifiled Le 

ite teand tne 
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(IIL; continved) | 3 | page 

I must reserve a certain amount of suspicion for classified Cdecunents 

of any type connected with this investigation. Isn't this a reagonebie, 

nonedensnolosicnl stance? sre 

IVa Here is a point you seem to have neglected to make 

Gabrison states: "Ig 13 a Great Soclety which causes blackouts 
im news centers like New York when there's a development in the case?® 

Are you avare of the fact that this vefers to the great Nortnes 

blackout? And that he thinks that th af Was part of a. "plot*® to prevent 

the "real siznificance" of Dorothy Kilgallen s death to be 
known? (It is Kblsallen s death which is"a developuent in the case") 

Why hot go inot this matter? This is surely one of Garrissa’s 
most absurd allegations, and I think he got this one frou: Penn Jones. 

ca 
vv ( See Forgive iy Grief, on the Kilgallen death.) 

ivd Another point you have neglected to makes. 

hone number on Ruby’s bill 
3 the too in @& conspriracy. 
statement is in a speesn 

ay "Notes and Comment" 
ity. Why do you omit such 

the book? 

Garrison clains PE 8 1951,. a 
and in Oswald s address book, con 
It 4s Channel ll in Ft. Worth. His 
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you deal with the published authors on the 
8 eorltics | 

I don't think it is fair to group everyone together and label 
them "peripatetic demonolozists"®. In the beginning, 1t was the critics 
of the Warren Report (and especially Mark Lene) who brought the case 
to the American public. It 1s a fact that many of then act and even 
regsen in a paranoia style. But I think 1% is also trues that their 
suspicions, in the bezinning, served as an ald in tneir research, in 
that they were not to be febbsd eff the investigative track bIsale 

of au whorl tative sounding prenouncemsnts issued by the governnonte 
beech nm came many of them flocked to his 

Standard 2 outrageous conduct on Garrison's 
part, and quite a Gouble etandarda 

ad the broans 

publis, we nov 
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page ¢ 

has happened is that they initially supported Garrison, continue to 

do so, end rationalize auay his demonstrably false statements 

because Garrison's political theory of the assassination 1s pollticall 

pleusible and pleasing to then. 

Tese are the™knee-jerk new lefters". And, ag I pointed ont in. 

my Open City article, the Slogan seems to be: "Rally Round the plot, 

boys; its not much of a plot but its the only plot we've gote" 

These pages of your article pwive the impression thst all the 

critics are a bunch of kocks. This is not, true. The far 

more interesting story of how and why soncof thea have been 

misled, how they have beenseduced by & charlatan, how they have 

betrayed their original standards, andhnow today they are a courtzoon 

cheering squad for Mr. Garrison, has not been developed by you. 

Yet this is the story, I think, that is interesting. 

Many of the critics, and espeectally the older ones, closely 

followed the Hiss case and the Rosenberg case. fhey Will teli you 

how Bavid Greenzless’ non-credible testimony sent his sister to 

the electric chair, and how a slick job of forgery by typewriter 

sent Hiss to pricon. Just as in the case ef the Warren Report, they 

have carefully analyzed these cases and come to the conclusion that 

both Hiss and Robenbergs were framed. . | 

7 Yet many of these same people are now willing to accept tne 

‘testimony of Perry Busso, or of Barbara Reid’ This 1s what I find 

{neredible, Here is a double standard. | . 

When Garrison announced that PE 8 1951 linked Ruby and Oswald 

in a conspiracy, and 1t turned out that that phone number is 

nothing but Chanhel 11°s phone number in Ft. Worth, we heer nat a 

peep from the pro-Garrdson critics. Put guppose Richard Nixony. 

in his pposecution of Alger Hiss, had discovered a phone number in 

Hiss's notebook that wes also on the phone bill of some Russian 

diplomat, end announced that as evidence of "conspiracy"? What 

would these critics who now support Garrison have thought if Lt 

turned ovt that the phone number wes merely that of a Vashingten wee 

DC TUstation? Why, you would never have heard the end of thate 

That would have been enough to brand the. prosecutor a demagozue 

with political ambitions. He would be thevounshly denounced and . 
ay honed ae Sony As fet oe ae acai S a. S s . Sere ot 7 5 

deviocd, and any future statements he pade would be exemined with 

a mleregcepe befere being believed. Yet Garrison has gotten away 

7% > t “t em 8 4. fh oe sgjrntagins eee 

with PE 8 1951, end there is no uproar 
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which may be of dublous value; some of his ‘epersee have been. 

EP OLDE Me A single. individual » however, with a relatively | 
smoll mumber cf age; : who has undertaken so overwhelming a task. 

ond who is constantly ted by a hostile prees and nevse-enedia, 
and by nearly every governmental agency 4s bound to err, to © 
falter along the way." (Fron & signed ax rticle by Magzsie Field) 

“A 2 

I think thet the reason for the dc standard is that the 
critics involved have sale tive ely appli_ed careful research standards 
only when it suits their political theorles. They are really not 
first class researchers. They merely enploy research in the service 

of propoganda when 1t suits their politica 1 theories to do soe 
It is this that evplains why the sane He ong. can condone 
in Garrison what was found to bs reaied in th ; | 
These people are sinply not ¢ to the truth, with a capitel "fT", 
Tne mer and the boys were separa od the day Gar 
making denonstrably false an: sma goglic pronounces 

s then that one group of critics insisted on .a x 
ardard to Garrison as had been applied to theVarren Report, and 

another group did not 

In your New Yorker article 
all. Tne critics have been lun 

Story revelaing the double stand 
has been ingsronsd.. 
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erltios tf and oversimplifies the entire situation. 
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in New Orleans (Hareus, Lane, and Weisberg), quote 
published letters of Sylvia re show the opposition that G:orrison 
was gencratins, and @cel with the article in the Minority of One 
that was so critical of Seal pon heetues souree of material 
that would be use?nl are the news letters put ext by the CCT 
here in LA. I think you should also Include the facs,tnat, in the 

esinnins, some of twhorz 107 Garrison's most cid supporters 
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(VI, continued) : page 9 

Another one is from the London Times. Both ere apparently. 
inspired by Mr. Weisberg, himself, and both attest to his 
prowess jn steering Garrison down the right track. 
(Sample quotes:"One mystery of the rather mystifying 
investigation of the Kennedy assassinStion now being conducted by 
Mr. Jim Garrison..has been cleared uy. The source of much of . 
his information is Mr. Harold Weisberg, the author of Whitesas: 
Beport on the Warren Commission." (sic) : "The scenario...can 
be glimpsed in any bookstoree The investigation ts Garrison's, 
but the script apparently starved with Harold Weisberg..."It's 
sure following my book," Weisberg said délightedly yesterday...) 

VII Arrests tn Dealey Plaza 

I have always been under the impression that there veore 
other arrests in Dealey Plaza thet day. Doesn’t the radio 
log support the thesis that people taken off the callroad 
trains inthe railroad yardswere taken into custody? In any 
event, there ls a news story in the Dallas papers on about 
Dec 10 reporting the release, from City Jatl, ef one of those 
arrested after the assassination on.November 22. This was first 
reported by Joachem Joesten in his book “Oswald: Assassin or Fall Guy", 
The neve story does exist; I have read it on microfilm of the 
paperse Also, the Ft. Worth papers report arrests, and Dick 
Sprague has pictures of these arrests, I believe.{There is also a 
hews story dGescribins an arrest after the shooting.) 

Fsspite tnis, Garrison docs have his foot tn his mouth when he. 
says he can connect these people who were arreeted with the CTA, 
and I think that this is his weak point. But I dont see how you 
can deny the arrests, or clte Hollinssworth's opinion of what 
the pictures contain, when that opinion is demonstrably false, 
If you have ever seen the @lossy prints involved, 1t is quite 
Clear that the police ere taking Someone into custody. 
What we have here 1s a case of Garrison putting an wisubstantlated 
interpretation of his own (that the men involved ere Ciiasents) 
on &@ perfectly valid and substentiatea wunansvered auestions 
who was arrested that éay and then leter release | a? 

I think that this is the point tha 
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not simply to denmcan the validity of the - 
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Ss VNoEnSwered questione.


